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The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity was founded at the University of Virginia in 1868 and has grown to an international brotherhood composed of 
more than 300,000 members, 220 chapters and 150 alumni associations. Pi Kappa Alpha has maintained the largest average chapter size of 
any inter/national fraternity for most of the past 20 years, and through its members has donated millions of hours and dollars to philanthropic 
causes and community organizations across North America. Pi Kappa Alpha’s mission is to “develop men of integrity, intellect, and high moral 
character and to fostering a truly lifelong fraternal experience.” 
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STATEMENT REGARDING A STUDENT AT DELTA BETA CHAPTER 

IN BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 

MEMPHIS, TN – A student and unreported new member of the Delta Beta Chapter of the Pi Kappa 
Alpha International Fraternity at Bowling Green State University (BGSU) in Bowling Green, Ohio, was 
involved in an alleged incident of alcohol-related hazing at an off-campus event. 
 
The International Fraternity is horrified and outraged by this incident. The Fraternity has a zero-
tolerance policy toward illegal activity, substance abuse, bullying, and hazing of any kind. Let us reiterate 
in the strongest terms: We refuse to defend or condone any behavior that creates dangerous 
environments or situations for our members or the larger campus community at any of our 200+ 
chapters in the United States and abroad.  
 
We have immediately placed this chapter on administrative suspension and advised its leaders to 
cooperate fully with University administration and local law enforcement. As more details are confirmed, 
we will also pursue permanent suspension of Delta Beta Chapter as well as expulsion of all chapter 
members from the International Fraternity. 
 
The International Fraternity will cooperate fully with authorities as this incident is investigated and will 
consider every possible course of action to hold the chapter and individual members accountable to the 
fullest extent in accordance with the International Fraternity Constitution and Codes.  
 
Any member of Pi Kappa Alpha should immediately and confidentially report any hazing or potential 
hazing or other harmful activity to their chapter consultant, director of service, or the International 
Fraternity here.  
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